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Abstract—This paper examines the problem of decoding a
unique CAPTCHA that has very high noise levels with only
partially visible symbols with variable spacing but no skewing.
An ingenious method for decoding is proposed that starts with
preprocessing the image and identifies symbols first before
removing them from the image, unlike a number of existing
methods. The algorithm is expected to be very fast owing to a
reduction of the image matrix into a number of small segments
that codify information in a lossy way that still allows for template
matching for symbol identification. Character identification is
attempted using both a Neural Network based approach and a
mean square error method and their performance is compared
and it is shown that the latter is significantly faster without being
much less accurate. The CAPTCHA decoding strategy should
offer insight into better methods of designing CAPTCHA’s and
into decoding strategies for other applications such as OCR.

Index Terms—CAPTCHA, decoding, component labeling, tem-
plate matching, segmentation, Neural Networks, Euclidean dis-
tance, mean square error

I. INTRODUCTION

CAPTCHA, or Completely Automated Public Turing test to
tell Computers and Humans Apart, is a challenge used almost
ubiquitously in online procedures to ensure the user is human
and not a computer. Central to the concept of a CAPTCHA
is immunity to attempts at decoding from segmentation and
character recognition algorithms. An understanding of the
nature of defects in CAPTCHA’s can help towards building
better CAPTCHA’s that would be less susceptible to attacks.
Further, methods developed to decode CAPTCHA’s may also
be extended for use in software such as OCR.

This paper details an ingenious yet simple algorithm to
break a highly noisy CAPTCHA used by IIT Guwahati’s on-
line webmail server (http://webmail.iitg.ernet.in/). An example
of an image generated by the CAPTCHA software is shown
in Fig. 1. The CAPTCHA is unique in that individual letters
are almost indistinguishable from background noise, and large
parts of the letters are either missing or are mixed with
the surrounding noise, thus rendering a number of existing
methods for CAPTCHA decoding unsuccessful. The objective
is to ensure a high speed of attack with a reasonably high
success rate. The CAPTCHA is preprocessed and then broken
down into numerous small segments and decoded using both
a pair of Neural Networks and a simpler implementation that
uses a mean-square error (MSE) based comparison.

It is shown that despite the numerous features to safe-
guard against trivial decoders, decoding is still possible using
the ingenious approach of reducing the image matrix into
smaller segments. It is shown that the MSE-based method is
marginally less accurate than the neural network decoder but
is over 45 times faster and requires no training set.

II. BACKGROUND

Various types of CAPTCHA’s exist, the most popular in-
volving rendering visual characters by skewing, rotating, and
varying the intensity of the letters so they may be easily read
by humans but not by computer software. A line or a curve, or
a multi-colored background, can be added to make decoding
much harder. Examples of this type are shown in Fig. 2.

A number of papers are available in literature that deal
with decoding this kind of CAPTCHA [1]–[6]. It is seen that,
generally speaking, a three-step procedure is followed:

1) Preprocessing: Here, the image is made more suitable
for segmentation. Preprocessing involves noise reduc-
tion by techniques such as morphology or filtering. The
image is then usually converted to binary or gray-scale.

2) Segmentation: This is generally the most important step
where the image is broken into individual characters.
[3], [4] have proposed algorithms such as the snake and
blank space detection algorithms for segmentation.

3) Character recognition: The isolated characters are now
recognized. In [2], shapes contexts have been used while
[3], [4] simply count the number of pixels in a character.

It has been shown that computers are better than humans in
pre-processing and character recognition [7]. However, image
processing technology is still to catch up with humans in terms
of segmentation for most applications.

III. ISSUES WITH DECODING A NOISY AND VARIABLE
INTENSITY CAPTCHA

The CAPTCHA considered in this paper, an instance of
which is in Fig. 1, is of special interest because of its unique
nature that makes it hard to identify using existing methods:

Fig. 1. An example of the chosen CAPTCHA



(a) An instance of Yahoo’s
CAPTCHA

(b) An instance of Reddit’s
CAPTCHA

(c) An instance of reCAPTCHA’s CAPTCHA

Fig. 2. Examples of various CAPTCHA’s formats

1) The intensity of noise is almost the same as that of the
text, making it much harder to filter out the noise.

2) Symbols are barely visible. Only a thin shadow of the
symbol is at a darker level than the surrounding noise.

3) Inter-symbols is variable, and symbols can often be seen
almost touching each other, and the high noise can make
symbols that are close connect together.

In most papers [2]–[6], the CAPTCHA’s considered skewed
and rotated letters but were intensity invariant, thus making
separating foreground from background simple. However, the
CAPTCHA considered in this paper has a highly varying
intensity making it very hard to separate the foreground pixels.

Using a lower threshold for noise removal will give less
foreground pixels while a higher threshold will give too many
background pixels. A tradeoff is involved and there will always
be some foreground pixels that are inadvertently removed and
some background pixels that are retained even after various
filtering steps. Fig. 3 shows the effect of different thresholds.

Even after removing noise to some degree, segmentation and
character recognition remain problems. Because of variable
symbol intensity and the effects of noise, simple methods such
as counting pixels [3], [4] cannot be used. Fig. 4 shows four
pairs of various symbols manually extracted from different
CAPTCHA images after applying a number of filtering steps,
and Table I shows their corresponding pixel counts. Clearly,
pixel counting would be highly unreliable and would lead to
a lot of misidentification, as can be gleaned from Table I.

(a) Application of a low threshold (b) Application of a high threshold

Fig. 3. Multiple thresholds applied to Fig. 1 for noise removal

(a) Instance 1 of A (b) Instance 2 of A (c) Instance 1 of R

(d) Instance 2 of R (e) Instance 1 of 3 (f) Instance 2 of 3

Fig. 4. Examples of symbols manually extracted after noise removal using
median filtering and component labeling

TABLE I
PIXEL COUNTS OF SYMBOLS IN FIG. 4

Symbol Instance 1 Instance 2
A 335 331
R 307 330
3 306 264

Fig. 5. Symbols A and P touching each other after the preprocessing stage

The presence of noise can also result in letters touching
each other after the preprocessing stage, as in the example in
Fig. 5, ruling out vertical lines or snakes for segmenting.

IV. PROPOSED DECODING ALGORITHM

This section details two methods of decoding the
CAPTCHA, using mean square error and neural networks.
Both aim to be fast yet reasonably accurate. Their performance
is compared later in the section on Performance Analysis.

A. Preprocessing Stage

The CAPTCHA’s contain high levels of salt & pepper noise,
determined by applying various filters to the CAPTCHA. Thus
the first step is a median filter for removing noise. However,
even after applying the filter, some noise components are still
left, as can be seen in the median-filtered image in Fig. 6. b.

Next, a suitable threshold is applied to make the image
binary. A very high threshold preserves foreground but fails at
rejecting a lot of noise, while a very low threshold removes a
considerable portion of the foreground. This algorithm uses a
small threshold, as seen in Fig. 6. c. While this causes certain
letters to lose small parts of their profile, nevertheless, a lot of
noise is removed. The character recognition part will ensure
that a fixed definition of the symbols is not required.

Most of the remaining noise is now unconnected with other
pixels in the foreground and is eliminated by component
labeling and removal of components smaller than a particular
threshold, αCL. The final image is shown in 6. d.

B. Symbol Recognition

An illustration of the philosophy behind the recognition
algorithm can be seen in 6. d where R misses many features but
has a spatial pixel profile that is somewhat unique, with high
pixel density in the left, upper-right, and lower right regions.

As mention in Section II, a lot of methods segment the
CAPTCHA after preprocessing. However, as pointed out in

(a) The original CAPTCHA image (b) The previous image after me-
dian filtering

(c) The previous image after con-
version to binary form

(d) The final preprocessed image
after removal of small components

Fig. 6. Preprocessing stages illustrated on a sample CAPTCHA image



Section III, segmenting the image after preprocessing is prob-
lematic because of mainly two reasons: connected compo-
nents, that is, symbols touching each other, and gaps within
individual symbols. An alternate approach is required.

The objective is to have an approach that is fast because
of a simple method for feature extraction that in turn enables
keeping the character identification method simple.

The algorithm deviates from many previous algorithms in
that character recognition is done before removal of symbols.
Segmenting first being unfeasible, symbols are identified in
situ, without segmenting out from the preprocessed image,
and are successively removed after recognition.

1) Symbol Recognition Using the MSE Approach: The
absence of rotation or skewing of letters makes some kind of
template matching an especially appealing option. However, it
is necessary that some sort of a heuristical approach be used
rather than an absolute comparison, due to the noise present.

The algorithm constructs simple features and then uses
classification to identify symbols. Localized histograms are
used as features, as will be explained later in Fig. 8. An
analogy can be drawn between these histograms and general
time series data. A large number of techniques are available
for classification of such data and recent results have indicated
that simple Euclidean distance based nearest neighbor methods
yield results comparable to state of the art solvers [8], which
makes them strong candidates for the distance measure.

However, matching a complete template would be extremely
expensive in terms of time taken. This problem is resolved by
reducing the m×n image matrix into v row vectors of length n
each, r1 through rv , the objective to consolidate a large amount
of information from the kth column of the image matrix into
the kth elements of the v vectors. Information consolidated
from the m rows of each column should be enough for a com-
parison running over the breadth of a template to determine
the degree of matching between template and symbol.

The conversion rule to convert the m×n image matrix into
v vectors uses the number of (white) pixels in the v equal sized
segments of each column. Specifically, pixels in the upper n

v
segment of the kth column of the image are counted and is
stored as the kth element of r1; the number of pixels in the
next n

v segment forms the kth element of r2, and so on.
The templates, T1 through TZ should themselves each be

resolved into v vectors. Obviously, this only has to be done
once. In order to obtain a template T for a certain symbol, a
CAPTCHA image containing the particular symbol should be
selected, the preprocessing performed, and then the template
manually extracted. The conversion to the v vectors requires
counting the pixels in the v equally sized segments of each
column of the template. Fig. 7 shows a few sample templates.

Finally, a method is needed to determine which template
best matches a symbol. The chosen method is to calculate the

(a) Template for C (b) Template for 4 (c) Template for W

Fig. 7. Examples of templates created for character recognition
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Template for R
Symbol A from a CAPTCHA
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Fig. 8. Matching the template for R with symbols R and A

mean square errors between the kth elements of each of the v
vectors characterizing a template T, and the (i+k)th elements
of each of the v vectors characterizing the image, where i is an
offset. The maximum of the v errors from the v comparisons
is chosen as the MSE for the (i+ k)th column of the image.

The idea behind this can be illustrated by selecting a
sample value of v, say, 3. A matching template should have
a very small error in the number of pixels for a particular
column whether one is to check the upper, middle, or lower
third of that column. Since error should be low in all 3
regions, choosing the maximum of the 3 errors as the error
corresponding to the kth column of the template is a safe
choice. This idea is illustrated in the histograms in Fig. 8,
where the template for R has been compared with the symbol
R and the symbol A. Checking over the breadth of the entire
template and calculating the mean of the errors obtained would
yield an idea of the closeness of the template to the symbol.

Once this mean error is found, the offset is shifted by
one, since the location of the symbol is not precisely known.
Another mean error is thus calculated. The offset is shifted
four or five times, and the minimum of these mean errors
corresponds to the final error for that template. Repeating over
all templates reveals which template results in the lowest error
and should be the best match for the particular symbol.

Offset i should initially be the left-most image column. The
error (the maximum of the v errors) should be calculated for
each of the columns of the template T and their mean would be
the final error for the offset i. The offset should then be shifted
to the right four or five times to compensate for possible offset.

The minimum of the errors for each offset is assigned as the
final error for T and the process is repeated for each template.
The program runs quickly because of the reduction of the
image matrix to a small number of vectors. The template with
smallest overall error, Tmin, is considered the correct match,
and the offset imin at which minimum error was found is



noted. As will be seen later, v can be kept very small, optimum
performance being obtained for v = 3 for a set of 100 images.

2) Symbol Recognition Using the NN Approach: The objec-
tive with the neural network based approach is again selecting
features quickly to minimize time needed for feature extraction
and character recognition. Performance is highly contingent on
the feature set chosen. A tradeoff must be made between low
levels of discrimination afforded by small feature sets and high
specificity of a large set of unique features which would be a
problem due to the high noise and offset in the symbols.

The symbols are highly noisy and the same symbol appears
different in different CAPTCHA images. Despite preprocess-
ing, large noise still remains. Further, the starting position of
symbols will be highly uncertain since due to noise clinging to
the image that would shifting the symbols’ starting positions.
The starting position may also shift due to extra columns being
removed from the previous symbol after decoding. Another
possibility is that a large chunk of the previously removed
symbol may remain causing the starting location to shift. As
a result, the features chosen, while affording discrimination
between symbols, must be as invariant as possible to noise
and varying starting positions of the symbol images.

A number of options exist for extracting features. The most
simple is selecting individual pixels as input features. This,
is not feasible since the symbols are quite large, over 1000
pixels, and further the high noise would render individual
pixel values unreliable. Most importantly, the offset in starting
location completely rules out using individual pixels as inputs.

Obviously, using the entire image’s pixel count would offer
very low discrimination. Pixel counting must be done over an
area sufficiently large to lessen effects of noise and starting
offset yet small enough to allow for sufficient discrimination.

Thus, it was decided to partition the image matrix into
rectangular blocks and use pixel counts of each of these as
inputs to the NN. This offers a large enough area for pixel
counting. yet allows for sufficient discrimination. The number
of blocks will need to be fine tuned by trial and error.

Since a form of pixel counting is used, the width of the
area of each symbol used for dividing into blocks and counting
pixels must be fixed at a certain number of columns, wG−NN .
Thus, a number of symbols, such as M and W will end up
cropped, while symbols of medium width, such as H, will fit
just right. A symbol divided into blocks of 3 across its width
and 8 across its length is shown in Fig. 9. These numbers were
found to be optimum from tests on the training set.

Running the NN once over an area of width wG−NN after
dividing it into blocks and counting pixels is not enough since
the symbols are likely to have some offset. A solution is to
shift the window of width wG−NN four times by one column
each time, so that a total of five tests may be run on the NN.
The symbol corresponding to the node with the highest overall

Fig. 9. The symbol P divided into blocks

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10. Samples of the symbol Y with wG−NN as 35

output value will be selected as the decoded symbol.
This method works with reasonably high accuracy except

for the case of symbol Y, which is frequently misidentified.
This is because Y appears especially faint in the CAPTCHA,
and loses a large chuck after preprocessing. Thus, with the
chosen wG−NN of 35, a few samples of symbol Y are shown
in Fig. 10. The left part of Y disappears after preprocessing
and significant parts of the next symbol are likely to creep in.

As a solution, a second, more specific, NN is trained that
only detects whether a symbol is Y. This NN has only one
output node, and will accept as its input a set of pixel counts,
except in this case the window will be smaller. A column width
of wY−NN = 23 is seen to be appropriate for this network.

It must be kept in mind that training the NN would be a
challenge in itself since a sufficiently large training set will be
needed. In this case, the MSE method proposed earlier was
modified and used along with human supervision to generate
a training and validation set for both neural networks.

C. Symbol Removal

Once the correct symbol and its location (offset imin) are
found, the symbol needs to be removed from the image and
the image cleaned up. Removing the symbol simply requires
removing all columns to the left of the offset plus the length
of the template, that is, imin + length (Tmin).

However, it could happen that a few pixels from the symbol
in the CAPTCHA image may still be left. Therefore, small
components left after symbol removal should be deleted if they
are smaller than the threshold αCL. The idea behind this is
that any components smaller than the threshold for component
labeling, αCL, should have been removed already; if any are
present in the image formed after removal of the identified
symbol, they must be remnants of the removed symbol.

D. Summary

The outline of the algorithms for the MSE and the Neural
Network based approaches are provided in Figs. 12 and 14.

Fig. 11 shows a CAPTCHA as it is being decoded. Fig.
11 a. is the preprocessed image, and Fig. 11 b. has symbol

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 11. An example of various stages of decoding



 

 

Algorithm: 

First, the image is preprocessed by median filtering, 

conversion to a binary form, and removal of small 

components. 

1: c   1 

2: for s = 1 : (number of symbols in the CAPTCHA) do 

3: Keep incrementing column c if c is found to be 

entirely empty 

4: for   = 1 : (number of templates) do 

5: for i = 0 : (maximum offset) do 

6: meanSquareError   0 

7: for k = 0 : (len(   - 1) do 

 meanSquareError = meanSquareError + 

max(errors between template and image for 

   through    for column (c + i + k)   

8: meanSquareError = meanSquareError / len(   

9: Set minimum meanSquareError obtained over all 

offsets as the final mean square error 

corresponding to template   

10: Set the matching template        to the template 

with the least final mean square error and        to 

the offset corresponding to the minimum mean 

square error for template        

11: c =   + len(      ) +        

12: Check the component labels of the pixels in column 

c, and remove components with some pixels lying 

on c and with a size less than the threshold size     

13: end 

 

0 

Fig. 12. The algorithm for the MSE-based approach

5 successfully detected and removed. Some residue of 5
is still present here which is removed by removing small
leftover components. The image becomes successively smaller
as decoded symbols are removed and erosion performed.

V. IMPROVING PERFORMANCE BY MAKING
CONSIDERATIONS FOR SPECIAL CASES

There exist letters where similar pixel counts along with
random noise lend a high chance of misclassification. Letters
that fit inside each other, such as F and P or R, or letters
that are similar looking when clipped, such as V and W, are
often problematic. Note that the CAPTCHA considered uses
all numbers and uppercase alphabets barring 0, 1, I, J, O, and
L. Their absence was likely to reduce confusion by humans
with highly similar letters such as 0 and O.

1) Considerations for the MSE Approach: For the MSE
method, the greatest number of misclassifications were a result
of the letters F, P, and R, as understandable from Fig. 13.

A special case is made for these letters. All three are
initially classified as F, with no check performed for P and
R. If F is ever detected, a second check is run. The image is

Fig. 13. An illustration of the problem with symbols F, P, and R for MSE-
based decoding

 

 

Algorithm: 

First, the image is preprocessed by median filtering, 

conversion to a binary form, and removal of small 

components. 

1: c   1 

2: for s = 1 : (number of symbols in the CAPTCHA) do 

3: Keep incrementing column c if c is found to be 

entirely empty. 

4:        0 

5: for i = 0 : (maximum offset) do 

6: Separate image window of width       into 

      blocks starting from column (c + i). 

Count white pixels in each block. Supply counts 

as inputs to Y-detection neural network. 

7: if output >      

8:        1 

9: break 
10: else 

11: Separate image window of width       into 

      blocks starting from column (c + i) 

and count white pixels in each block. Supply 

counts as inputs to general neural network. 

12: Record value and name of output node with 

maximum output for offset i. 

13: if       = 1 

14: Set        to Y and        to offset i where 

      became 1. 

15: else 

16: Set        to symbol with maximum output 

from its node over all offsets and        to offset 

i where maximum output was recorded. 

17: c =   + len(      ) +        

18: Check the component labels of the pixels in column 

c, and remove components with some pixels lying 

on c and with a size less than the threshold size     

19: end 

 

0 

Fig. 14. The algorithm for the NN-based approach

compared using the method described earlier from the point
imin + length (TF ) to imin + length (TP ) with the part of
the template for P ranging from length (TF ) to length (TP ).
An error below a certain threshold indicates a match with P.

However, this could also be a match with R. A check is done
for the presence of a large component to the bottom right of
P, the presence of which would correspond to symbol R.

2) Considerations for the NN Approach: Fixing the area
over which the symbol is divided into blocks is not usually a
problem. However, the symbols for V and W, as illustrated in
15, are close enough that they are often misidentified.

(a) Cropped image for V (b) Cropped image for W

Fig. 15. Sample images of V and W cropped to the fixed length chosen for
NN-based decoding



A simple solution is counting pixels in the lower third of a
few columns following the cropped area, which will be empty
for V but not W. This solution works for nearly all cases.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Both the algorithms were coded in MATLABr and the
templates were prepared for each of the symbols in the
character set of the CAPTCHA. The algorithm was tested for
a total of 400 test cases. CAPTCHA decoding is considered
successful for a particular CAPTCHA only if all the symbols
of that particular CAPTCHA are correctly identified.

Fig. 16 plots the percentage accuracy for the MSE-based
method over a set of 100 CAPTCHA images with the number
of segments varying. The accuracy peaks sharply when three
segments are chosen. It is expected that more segments will
provide greater discrimination ability, which is why decoding
accuracy increases as the number of segments goes from 1 to
3. However, with a larger number of segments, the algorithm
becomes too specific to the chosen stencils and the effects of
noise become more significant due to smaller segment size.

With the NN based approach, the optimum number of
blocks was be 8×3 for the general neural network and 8×2 for
the Y-detection neural network. The number of hidden layer
neurons were fixed at 22 for both NN’s. Over 1300 symbols
were used for training. It was seen that 80% of the 400 images
tested were decoded successfully, while the success rate was
72% for the means-square error approach.

However, a staggering difference was seen in the time taken
by these two algorithms. The NN-based approach took 656.8
seconds to run, while the MSE-based approach took a mere
14.5 seconds to finish with all 400 images.

Thus, a massive difference of 45 times in speed is seen
between the two approaches. While there is a difference
in accuracy of 8%, it must be noted that the MSE-based
approach can be improved easily by integrating information
about specific features of frequently misclassified letters (such
as S and Z). On the other hand, it has been seen that the
NN-based approach is notoriously difficult to improve. Adding
extra information such as image gradient as an input to the NN
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Fig. 16. Variation of decoding accuracy with number of segments for the
MSE-based method

seemed to worsen decoding. Importantly, it must be noted that
training the neural network is a significant task in itself.

The high speed and relatively high accuracy of the MSE-
based approach for the highly noisy CAPTCHA indicates that
such an approach may have broader applications, such as
with OCR algorithms, where the amount of noise encountered
should be far less. Further, their is no need of any training set,
as with a neural network, and performance for troublesome
cases can easily be improved by ad hoc methods.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has laid out an ingenious technique for decoding
of high noise, variable intensity CAPTCHA images where
segmentation extremely problematic by employing an unusual
in-place character identification approach. Two different ap-
proaches have been studied, using mean square error and
neural networks, with an objective of keeping decoding speed
fast without compromising on accuracy. This is accomplished
by codifying the information in the image matrix in a lossy
manner into a set of vectors for the first case and a series of
blocks in the second.

It has been shown that while decoding accuracy is slightly
reduced for the MSE-based approach as compared to the
NN-based approach, speed is many degrees faster, and no
training set is needed to set up the algorithm. Overall, both
approaches lend unique capabilities that may be useful in
distinct circumstances.

Significantly, both approaches use and unconventional strat-
egy of performing character recognition before removing
symbols. The experience of the decoding strategies is hoped to
aid in the development of novel methods for decoding similar
images, such as those encountered in OCR applications.
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